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I. ABSTRACT
Bug tracking enables the monitoring and resolution of issues
and bugs within organizations. Bug triaging, or assigning bugs
to the owner(s) who will resolve them, is a critical component
of this process because there are many incorrect assignments
that waste developer time and reduce bug resolution through-
put. In this work, we explore the use of a novel two-output
deep neural network architecture (Dual DNN) for triaging a
bug to both an individual team and developer, simultaneously.
Dual DNN leverages this simultaneous prediction by exploit-
ing its own guess of the team classes to aid in developer
assignment. A multi-label classification approach is used for
each of the two outputs to learn from all interim owners, not
just the last one who closed the bug. We make use of a heuris-
tic combination of the interim owners (owner-importance-
weighted labeling) which is converted into a probability mass
function (pmf). We employ a two-stage learning scheme,
whereby the team portion of the model is trained first and
then held static to train the team–developer and bug–developer
relationships. The scheme employed to encode the team–
developer relationships is based on an organizational chart
(org chart), which renders the model robust to organizational
changes as it can adapt to role changes within an organization.
There is an observed average lift (with respect to both team and
developer assignment) of 13%-points in 11-fold incremental-
learning cross-validation (IL-CV) accuracy for Dual DNN
utilizing owner-weighted labels compared with the traditional
multi-class classification approach. Furthermore, Dual DNN
with owner-weighted labels achieves average 11-fold IL-CV
accuracies of 76% (team assignment) and 55% (developer
assignment), outperforming reference models by 14%- and
25%-points, respectively, on a proprietary dataset with 236,865
entries.
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II. INTRODUCTION
Bug tracking is a vital and time-sensitive process in many
organizations because it enables easy consolidation and dis-
tribution of different requests. Bug assignment, or triaging,
is a critical step in this process, as the difficulties in deter-
mining the most suitable developer can become a bottleneck
[1, 2, 3] (see Section III). These inefficiencies stem from
the triager’s imperfect predictive abilities for a developer’s
technical specialty, which may be further hindered by intra-
organizational role changes [1, 2, 4]. Therefore, determining
the most suitable developer to own a bug may require several
attempts; each one wastes developer time to diagnose a bug
not in their domain of specialty and overall, decreases bug res-
olution throughput. These inefficiencies have sparked research
in automated approaches supported by supervised machine
learning to accurately assigning bugs to suitable developers:
Naive Bayes and Bayesian networks achieved top-1 accu-
racies of up to 32% when combined with bug tossing [5, 6];
stacked generalization ensembles were shown to increase ac-
curacy by 1%- to 8%-points compared with the best individual
classifier [7]. Researchers have also explored topic modeling
approaches which show further improved accuracy [8, 9].
More recently, a deep, bi-directional recurrent neural network
showed improvements over bag-of-words (BOW) [10]. These
approaches explore triaging of human-created bug reports
whereas this paper will focus on automatically generated bugs
from failing regression tests, which are common corporate
software tests. Since these bugs are automatically generated,
the associated failure data (see Section IV) is used instead of
human-typed bug titles and descriptions.
Previous studies employed both multi-class classification
approaches [4, 5, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 13] with a single label
(often the final owner, also termed closer) and (relatively
fewer) multi-label approaches taking into account either the
set [14] or the sequence [15] of developers associated with a
bug. Choosing the closer as the label in multi-class approaches
is built on the assumption that they are the most suitable
owner for a given bug, which was raised as a potential issue
by Mani et al. [10]. Multi-label approaches can resolve this
issue. However, in the examples mentioned [14, 15], the
actual contributions made by specific developers were not
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taken into consideration. These contributions are important
because each developer has varying levels of impact on a
case — all of which is implicitly contained in a bug’s history
(see Section III). Furthermore, some multi-class classification
studies have explored using an external bug-tossing graph to
enable a quasi-multi-label approach [4, 5, 11, 12]. Each node
of the graph represents a developer and every directed edge
is associated with the probability of a developer tossing the
bug to another developer. The graph is utilized after a multi-
class classifier to enable a quasi-multi-label approach, which
improved the baseline accuracy by up to 12%-points in the
examples mentioned. Extensions of this work include consid-
ering bug-specific information and the number of developer
references [11, 12].
In this paper, we explore the synergy between
• a novel two-output DNN architecture (see Section IV-A),
which exploits its own knowledge of the team classes to
improve on its developer predictions, and
• a multi-label classification approach using a heuristic
to learn from both a bug’s owner history and each
developer’s level of contribution (see Section IV-C).
Finally, to render the model robust toward organizational
changes, we encoded the output layers in tandem with a
graphical representation of the org chart (see Section IV-B).
III. PROBLEM MOTIVATION
In bug 455,749 on the Google Chromium project (Figure 1),
an internal developer encountered an issue with logging in.
The developer tried assigning their bug to a fellow developer
that they believed could fix the problem. As shown in the
expanded portions of Figure 1, this developer did not know
what the cause or solution was. This process repeated many
times with over 30 developers touching the bug, each one took
an average of 38 days to respond and only some provided
insight along the way; after over 2 years, someone was able
to pin down the issue and provide the solution. In the end,
only a subset of the initial developers assigned to this bug
were required to solve it.
In large organizations, there can be thousands of bugs gen-
erated every week with thousands of developers to pick from,
each with different technical specialties. Some organizations
can afford to hire human bug triagers. However, they may not
have the background knowledge required to determine the cor-
rect developer; if they can, there are still many hours spent in
bug assignment and, given a mis-assignment, many developer
hours wasted assessing cases and waiting for responses [2, 4].
IV. MACHINE LEARNING MODEL
The dataset employed in this study, D = {(xi, yi), xi ∈
X, yi ∈ Y}mi=1, was composed of m = 236,865 entries
representing cases ranging from 2018-10-30 to 2019-03-19.
Here, {xi} and {yi} refer to inputs and targets, respectively,
drawn from their sample spaces and collected in X and Y,
respectively.
Fig. 1. Screenshot of bug 455,749 on the Google Chromium project that took
over 2 years and more than 30 developers to be resolved.
The failure data for a bug, x (no superscript implies a
generic case), is similar to information provided in human-
generated bug cases and includes the operating system, re-
gression traceback, etc., where there were 55 features in total.
These features were textual and numerical with 9,462 tokens
before pre-processing, which previously grew in number by
5% to 10% each month. To reduce overfitting and training
time, we applied latent semantic analysis (LSA [16]). In this
way, we were able to reduce the input vector dimensionality to
1,000 before observing any significant losses in accuracy. LSA
was chosen over other approaches (word2Vec [17], Brown
Clustering [18], etc.) due to the semi-structured nature of the
failure data, with key topics being stored in certain features
(e.g. OS, error code, etc.).
The owner history of a bug is contained in its target, y.
By applying owner-importance-weighted labeling (see Sec-
tion IV-C), we transformed each target, yi ∈ Y, into two pmfs,
one over all teams and one over all developers. Each team was
represented by its manager. An org chart was used to retrieve
the manager for each developer (see Section IV-B).
A. Dual DNN
The Dual DNN architecture employed for this work is
shown in Figure 2. The weights are third-order tensors where
k,lW i,j is the weight from layer k to layer l, from neuron
i to neuron j. Each input vector was projected into a latent-
space representation using LSA. The resulting latent vector
(which is passed into the “Input Layer” in Figure 2) was then
fed through two fully connected hidden layers (core model)
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where the number of neurons was parametrized to twice the
number of teams. Holdout validation was used to optimize the
hyperparameters of the Dual DNN. The Leaky Relu activation
function defined as y = x ∀x ≥ 0 and y = 0.2x ∀x < 0
was used for each hidden layer. Dropout regularization with
pdropout = 0.1 was used for each hidden layer. The final layer of
the core model was then fed to each of the two output layers.
The org chart-encoding scheme used to construct the output
layers is explained in Section IV-B. The team layer constituted
Fig. 2. Dual DNN architecture with LSA preprocessing. Layer dimensions
are shown at the top of each layer.
the first of the two outputs, providing an excellent fall-back
for the model as teams are generally easier to predict than
their developers (cf. Section V). The team logits were fully
connected to the second hidden layer and calculated as
team logitj =
nH∑
h=0
2,3Wh,j , (1)
where nH represents the number of neurons in the last hidden
layer. The developer layer was fully connected to both the
team layer and the second hidden layer,
developer logitj =
nH∑
h=0
2,4Wh,j +
nT∑
t=0
3,4W t,j , (2)
where nT represents the number of teams.
B. Org Chart Output Encoding
We designed Dual DNN to model an organization’s flow of
information by assuming that each team focuses on concrete
products or topics within an organization that can be linked
to a developer’s technical specialty. The output encoding
scheme was specifically designed to improve cost function
optimization by using the model’s own team prediction to
aid its developer prediction. This novel scheme is constructed
at model creation time based on a pre-computed graphical
representation of the org chart. This process increases model
robustness by enabling easier transfer learning, as explained
in Section IV-B2.
1) Org Chart Design: The goal of the dual-output scheme
was to allow the core model to learn which groups of bugs
are owned by which team, which developer, and how these
two correlate. The team output corresponds to a list of the
managers in the org chart identified by level-order traversal.
Here, each manager is assumed to represent a functional team
within the organization. The developer output was created by
traversing the manager array and, in order, placing their direct
subordinates.
2) Model Robustness: As the model output was encoded
using the org chart, any organizational changes can be directly
reflected in the machine learning model. For instance, a
developer being promoted to a new team will be captured
in the org chart. This developer’s neuron position can be
updated, transferring its previous team–developer weights and
accepting the new bug–developer weights. This architecture
was designed to aid transfer learning in these scenarios, as
team–developer correlations can be maintained despite role
changes.
3) Staged Learning: With two different outputs stemming
from the same hidden layers, training on the team and de-
veloper labels will each backpropogate gradients to the core
model. First, the model was trained on the team outputs, which
provided a less sparse output to learn on. Then, a second round
of training was performed on the developer labels to learn bug–
developer relationships and team–developer relationships. In
the second round, the hidden layers were fixed so that their
weights may still align with the team output layer.
C. Owner-Importance-Weighted Labeling
Each target in Y was numerically encoded by considering
the contribution of each developer to resolving the associated
bug. This contribution was quantified by assigning each of a
developer’s responses to one of three categories — the list of
owners (excluding the closer), the list of commenters, and the
closer — and then counting the responses per developer in
each category (cf. Algorithm 1, where ‘Y’ and ‘m’ refer to
the set Y and the number of entries in D, respectively, and
‘n people’ represents the number of either teams or individual
developers).
Algorithm 1 Encoding targets from categorized owner list.
1: procedure MAKE LABELS(Y, n people)
2: for i ← 0 to m do
3: base ← zeros(n people)
4: for j ← 0 to len(Y[i].owner) do
5: base[Y[i].owner[j]] += owner weight
6: end for
7: for j ← 0 to len(Y[i].commenter) do
8: base[Y[i].commenter[j]] += commenter weight
9: end for
10: base[Y[i].closer] += closer weight
11: Y[i] ← base
12: end for
13: end procedure
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In the traditional multi-class classification approach, one-
hot-encoded targets, yone-hot, would be generated subsequent to
Algorithm 1; instead, we transformed the targets by applying
the softmax function,
σ(oj) =
e
oj
T∑n
k=1 e
ok
T
, (3)
where oj is traditionally the jth logit and T is the temperature,
a nonlinear scaling factor. To generate a softmax-transformed
target, ysoftmax, we used numerically encoded labels, {yj}, in
place of logits, {oj}. Hence, ysoftmax,j = σ(yj). Here, T was
indirectly set by the weights in Algorithm 1 and separately for
each class,
rowner,j = cowner,j · owner weight ,
rcommenter,j = ccommenter,j · commenter weight ,
rcloser,j = ccloser,j · closer weight ,
Tj =
cowner,j + ccommenter,j + ccloser,j
rowner,j + rcommenter,j + rcloser,j
, (4)
where rcategory,j is the contribution of the jth developer to a
bug in a given category := {owner, commenter, closer} and
ccategory,j is the number of that developer’s responses to a bug
in that category. Note that in our approach, the traditionally
global temperature parameter T introduced in Eq. (3) is an
index-specific parameter.
Switching the traditional multi-class, one-hot targets,
yone-hot, with our softmax targets, ysoftmax, directly impacts the
gradient of the loss function. We employed the cross-entropy
loss function,
L = − 1
n
n∑
j=1
ydistr,j log
(
σ(oj)
)
, (5)
where distr := {one-hot, softmax}. The general gradient of
the loss along the kth dimension is
∂L
∂ok
= − 1
n
n∑
j=1
ydistr,j
(
δjk − σ(ok)
)
, (6)
where δjk is the Kronecker delta, i.e., δjk = 1 if j = k and
δjk = 0 otherwise.
In the multi-class case (distr = one-hot), this expression
reduces to
∂L
∂ok
=
{
−ypn
(
1− σ(ok)
)
, k = p
yp
n σ(ok), k 6= p
, (7)
where yp represents the single positive label (i.e., yj = δjp).
Consequently, the gradient is only backpropagated with re-
spect to that positive label, yp. The gradient along the pth
dimension increases when the probability σ(op) is close to
zero, whereas the gradient along all other dimensions increases
when σ(oj 6=p) is close to one. This approach is not ideal as
the model only learns from the single positive label, which is
assumed to be the correct owner.
In our multi-label case (distr = softmax), all labels
{ysoftmax,j} take strictly non-zero values (probabilities), which
relaxes the assumption that the positive label (here, the one
associated with the highest probability) must refer to the most
suitable owner for a bug. Instead, any developer may own
a bug with a certain probability, where each label ysoftmax,j
in a target reflects that probability. Because ysoftmax,j > 0 ∀j,
the full cross-entropy loss gradient, shown in Eq. (6), ap-
plies. Hence, the gradient is backpropagated with respect
to all n classes, i.e., the gradient along any dimension is
the probability-weighted sum of the dimension’s own logit’s
activation with every other logit’s activation. Contrary to the
multi-class approach, the model is informed by the probabilis-
tic contribution of each label instead of learning only from a
single label.
In Section V, we show that the full cross-entropy loss
gradient following from the multi-label classification approach
yields an improved accuracy compared with previous stud-
ies employing the (single-label) multi-class classification ap-
proach.
V. RESULTS
For a given input vector, x, our model outputs two pmf
predictions, one over all teams and one over all developers.
To provide a realistic use case where the model is required to
assign future bugs based on prior knowledge, the dataset en-
tries were time-sorted by bug submission date. To evaluate the
top-k assignment accuracy, we compared the top-k predicted
classes (k highest probabilities) with the top-1 target labels,
Acc%k =
100
m
m∑
i=1
(
ky∗,i
)> 1yi = 100
m
(
kY∗
)> 1Y . (8)
Here, 1yi is a one-hot-encoded column vector of the multi-
label target yisoftmax, where the highest-probability label is set
to one and every other label is set to zero. Similarly, ky∗,i
is a k-hot-encoded column vector of the pmf prediction y∗,i,
i.e., the top-k predicted classes are set to one and every other
class is set to zero. 1Y and kY∗ are matrix generalizations
of the vectors 1yi and ky∗,i, respectively. There is at most a
single element j for which 1yij =
ky∗,ij = 1, which refers
to a successful assignment. With an increasing k-value, the
prediction/assignment accuracy will increase. However, since
the metric does not require the model to discriminate between
the suitability of the top-k developers/teams, increasing k
decreases the usefulness of the metric in evaluating the model
for a practical setting.
We compared the prediction performance of Dual DNN with
that of random forests, logistic regression, and multinomial
naive Bayes. We report results for holdout testing (note that
there is an additional holdout validation set for hyperparameter
tuning) for team prediction accuracy in Tables II and VI, and
for developer prediction accuracy in Tables III and VII. We
as well report 11-fold IL-CV [10, 11, 12] results for team
prediction accuracy in Tables IV and VIII, and for developer
prediction accuracy in Tables V and IX. The optimal owner
importance weights were determined by holdout validation,
with owner weight = commenter weight = closer weight
= 0.5, where all owner-importance-weighted results are based
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on these weights. Note that the temperature, T , increases
with decreasing values of these weights, leading to a softmax
function that is less concentrated around high-probability
labels (cf. Eq. (3)). Though holdout validation was used to
tune the hyperparameters, we rely on 11-fold IL-CV as a
more accurate measure of the models’ performances similar
to previous studies [5, 7, 10] (see Tables IV and V).
A. Owner-Importance-Weighted Labeling
To showcase the performance improvement using owner-
importance-weighted labels, we conducted the learning and
prediction tasks mentioned above twice: once with owner
importance weighting and once without. The latter aligns with
the labeling employed in previous studies [2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 10].
Table I showcases both the net performance improvements
for all models and separately for Dual DNN when employ-
ing owner-importance-weighted labeling compared with the
previous approaches. Dual DNN is separated as it is based
on a multi-label learning scheme as opposed to the reference
models which use a multi-class learning scheme. Note that
the multi-class targets used here are different from previous
studies as they were derived from the owner-importance-
weighted labels; there was an observed 6% deviation in the
highest-probability labels.
TABLE I
Increase of top-10 assignment accuracy, based on 11-fold IL-CV, when
using owner-importance-weighted labels instead of labels that are not
owner-importance-weighted. Random forests, logistic regression,
multinomial naive Bayes, and Dual DNN were considered.
Dataset Average increase Dual DNN increase
Team 4%-points 11%-points
Developer 4%-points 16%-points
The performance accuracy increase was largest for the Dual
DNN architecture, with 11%-points for team assignments and
16%-points for developer assignments. This finding provides
evidence that the multi-label learning scheme exhibits syn-
ergistic effects with owner-importance-weighted labeling by
enabling the model to learn from the full representation of
the pmf target, ysoftmax. Not only does the model-averaged
performance increase, but every model’s accuracy improves
when employing owner-importance-weighted labels instead of
their non-weighted analogs.
B. Relative Performance of Dual DNN
We observed that the Dual DNN architecture outperformed
all other models across all tests. In developer assignment,
the Dual DNN architecture outperformed all reference models
by 21%-points to 27%-points. In addition, we compared the
developer prediction accuracy of Dual DNN with that of a
single-output DNN, denoted Developer DNN, which lacks the
team output layer but is otherwise identical to Dual DNN (see
Tables III,VII,V, and IX). Dual DNN outperformed Developer
DNN by about 12%-points, with the largest improvement in
prediction accuracy occurring when using owner-importance-
weighted labels. Further, Dual DNN consistently outperformed
the reference models in team assignment with a performance
increase of 10%-points to 16%-points.
VI. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we introduced an automated bug triager based
on a novel two-output DNN architecture (Dual DNN) com-
bined with LSA-projected inputs of failure data. Dual DNN
exceeds all baselines in both team and developer triaging,
utilizing its own knowledge of the team classes (team logit
values) to aid in developer assignment. This scheme learns
from a latent topic representation of 1,000 dimensions derived,
utilizing LSA, from a corpus of 9,462 tokens. Since the
output layers are encoded using the org chart, this model is
robust against organizational changes because it is enabled
to maintain team–developer relationships in the event of role
changes. On average, the model is shown to beat baselines by
14%-points and 25%-points with respect to team and developer
prediction, respectively.
In addition to the Dual DNN architecture, we introduced
and propose using a multi-label classification approach by
weighting the number and type of a developer’s responses
to a bug to determine the owner importance in labeling.
This approach was utilized to improve the targets used for
this supervised learning problem and is a step toward align-
ing them with the actual contributions of a developer on a
given case. To assess the performance of owner-importance-
weighted labels, we considered additional reference models
based on random forests, logistic regression, and multinomial
naive Bayes. Compared with non-weighted labels, owner-
importance-weighted labels led to a model-averaged improve-
ment of 4%-points in both team and developer assignment
accuracy. Considering Dual DNN only, owner-importance-
weighted labeling improved results by as much as 16%-points.
Note that our approach is different from the one employed by
Xi et al. [15], which offers an improvement in label quality
by taking into account the sequence of owners, but not their
contribution.
There are several possible improvements to our approach
that will be explored in future work. In particular, other
NLP methods (e.g., Latent Direchlet Allocation [19] and
Transformer-XL [20]), the heuristic employed for owner-
importance-weighted labeling (e.g., including code repository
commits), and other multi-label activation functions (e.g.,
sparsemax [21]) could be explored. Moreover, we propose
to extend this architecture’s ties to the org chart to increase
model robustness by directly altering the model in response to
different organizational changes.
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TABLE II
Top-1,2,3,5,10 test set accuracies for team assignment based on holdout testing utilizing a 80:10:10 (training:validation:test) split with
owner-importance-weighted labels, where owner weight = commenter weight = closer weight = 0.5.
Model top-1 top-2 top-3 top-5 top-10
Dual DNN 77.59± 1.25 80.64± 0.65 83.08± 1.20 86.90± 0.53 88.91± 0.45
Logistic Regression 3.06 ± <0.00 4.46 ± <0.00 7.29 ± <0.00 13.90 ± <0.00 21.98 ± <0.00
Random Forest 3.58± 0.48 12.97± 2.41 22.73± 4.04 32.01± 2.33 50.21± 22.39
Multinomial Bayes 2.94 ± <0.00 4.39 ± <0.00 11.28 ± <0.00 32.06 ± <0.00 36.49 ± <0.00
TABLE III
Top-1,2,3,5,10 test set accuracies for developer assignment based on holdout testing (80:10:10 split). Owner-importance-weighted labels were used
(cf. Table II).
Model top-1 top-2 top-3 top-5 top-10
Dual DNN 4.51± 0.37 5.41± 0.10 5.75± 0.21 8.04± 0.88 14.08± 1.05
Developer DNN 3.70± 0.36 4.88± 0.45 5.65± 0.17 7.36± 0.2 8.77± 0.05
Logistic Regression 2.83 ± <0.00 3.67 ± <0.00 4.01 ± <0.00 4.45 ± <0.00 5.02 ± <0.00
Random Forest 2.71± 0.26 3.33± 0.07 3.60± 0.14 3.84± 0.18 5.03± 0.92
Multinomial Bayes 1.90 ± <0.00 2.53 ± <0.00 2.70 ± <0.00 4.04 ± <0.00 4.00 ± <0.00
TABLE IV
Top-10 test set accuracies for team assignment based on 11-fold IL-CV. Owner-importance-weighted labels were used (cf. Table II).
Model 1 2 3 4 5
Dual DNN 77.92± 2.01 84.79± 1.08 74.13± 1.78 79.65± 1.54 72.56± 1.02
Logistic Regression 72.27 ± <0.00 80.27 ± <0.00 76.41 ± <0.00 69.41 ± <0.00 51.96 ± <0.00
Random Forests 72.56± 0.93 75.28± 2.32 75.23± 1.68 64.59± 9.05 61.78± 10.69
Multinomial Bayes 68.42 ± <0.00 68.05 ± <0.00 64.60 ± <0.00 60.10 ± <0.00 56.84 ± <0.00
Model 6 7 8 9 10 Average
Dual DNN 83.69± 1.01 83.08± 0.58 78.43± 0.89 87.61± 0.54 38.78± 0.78 76.07
Logistic Regression 50.12 ± <0.00 48.26 ± <0.00 33.72 ± <0.00 46.99 ± <0.00 70.84 ± <0.00 60.03
Random Forests 70.59± 10.69 53.13± 1.85 56.43± 16.80 42.01± 18.44 95.55± 0.64 66.72
Multinomial Bayes 59.22 ± <0.00 54.69 ± <0.00 47.08 ± <0.00 27.75 ± <0.00 93.38 ± <0.00 60.01
TABLE V
Top-10 test set accuracies for developer assignment based on 11-fold IL-CV. Owner-importance-weighted labels were used (cf. Table II).
Model 1 2 3 4 5
Dual DNN 58.02± 1.98 59.63± 1.67 48.66± 1.79 54.68± 1.34 49.56± 1.44
Developer DNN 51.37± 2.01 64.87± 1.54 43.23± 1.78 26.16± 2.05 49.16± 1.49
Logistic Regression 43.32 ± <0.00 40.34 ± <0.00 39.44 ± <0.00 32.44 ± <0.00 30.47 ± <0.00
Random Forests 29.66± 1.22 27.67± 0.75 32.37± 4.38 30.37± 0.87 29.50± 0.75
Multinomial Bayes 24.02 ± <0.00 27.00 ± <0.00 30.06 ± <0.00 37.57 ± <0.00 31.01 ± <0.00
Model 6 7 8 9 10 Average
Dual DNN 69.37± 1.21 58.55± 1.45 67.4± 1.12 79.70± 0.98 6.86± 0.87 55.24
Developer DNN 64.65± 1.54 67.65± 1.43 49.81± 1.23 13.07± 1.01 1.16± 0.98 43.11
Logistic Regression 34.66 ± <0.00 31.74 ± <0.00 23.82 ± <0.00 7.05 ± <0.00 59.66 ± <0.00 28.44
Random Forests 32.93± 0.33 32.24± 0.40 25.64± 0.23 6.53± 0.13 59.49± 0.74 30.64
Multinomial Bayes 34.11 ± <0.00 33.58 ± <0.00 26.35 ± <0.00 6.66 ± <0.00 59.15 ± <0.00 30.95
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TABLE VI
Top-1,2,3,5,10 test set accuracies for team assignment based on holdout testing (80:10:10 split), without owner-importance-weighted labels.
Model top-1 top-2 top-3 top-5 top-10
Dual DNN 31.39± 0.98 33.31± 1.00 34.32± 1.11 36.1± 0.67 37.24± 0.57
Logistic Regression 4.45 ± <0.00 5.61 ± <0.00 6.51 ± <0.00 12.92 ± <0.00 18.74 ± <0.00
Random Forest 5.17± 0.58 9.62± 3.32 15.0± 4.58 30.01± 8.86 47.32± 16.0
Multinomial Bayes 4.22 ± <0.00 5.89 ± <0.00 13.3 ± <0.00 34.53 ± <0.00 37.9 ± <0.00
TABLE VII
Top-1,2,3,5,10 test set accuracies for team assignment based on holdout testing (80:10:10 split), without owner-importance-weighted labels.
Model top-1 top-2 top-3 top-5 top-10
Dual DNN 0.96± 0.02 2.02± 0.16 2.44± 0.26 7.79± 5.11 18.09± 8.39
Developer DNN 2.36± 0.17 3.48± 0.11 3.74± 0.13 4.10± 0.14 4.56± 0.22
Logistic Regression 3.95 ± <0.00 4.39 ± <0.00 4.56 ± <0.00 4.89 ± <0.00 5.30 ± <0.00
Random Forests 4.08± 0.01 4.36± 0.05 4.57± 0.09 4.86± 0.29 5.80± 0.73
Multinomial Bayes 2.91 ± <0.00 3.44 ± <0.00 3.69 ± <0.00 4.03 ± <0.00 4.66 ± <0.00
TABLE VIII
Top-10 test set accuracies for team assignment based on 11-fold IL-CV, without owner-importance-weighted labels.
Model 1 2 3 4 5
Dual DNN 83.55± 4.58 82.98± 1.54 77.67± 2.31 75.73± 2.05 73.65± 1.74
Logistic Regression 72.36 ± <0.00 81.0 ± <0.00 76.26 ± <0.00 69.02 ± <0.00 51.83 ± <0.00
Random Forests 61.92± 4.75 64.19± 8.26 59.71± 6.74 56.51± 9.84 61.14± 9.27
Multinomial Bayes 68.42 ± <0.00 68.59 ± <0.00 64.63 ± <0.00 60.11 ± <0.00 57.60 ± <0.00
Model 6 7 8 9 10 Average
Dual DNN 53.96± 1.62 50.8± 0.94 32.57± 0.18 97.66± 0.45 39.79± 0.40 65.49
Logistic Regression 49.98± <0.00 48.66± <0.00 35.4± <0.00 33.28± <0.00 71.17± <0.00 58.90
Random Forests 56.20± 9.11 54.23± 10.03 49.62± 14.18 45.06± 25.84 90.43± 3.68 59.90
Multinomial Bayes 59.85± <0.00 55.32± <0.00 48.14± <0.00 30.85± <0.00 95.23± <0.00 60.87
TABLE IX
Top-10 test set accuracies for developer assignment based on 11-fold IL-CV, without owner-importance-weighted labels.
Model 1 2 3 4 5
Dual DNN 52.93± 6.03 58.76± 6.07 52.47± 3.55 47.27± 5.18 49.92± 4.54
Developer DNN 52.58± 1.57 70.91± 2.25 55.62± 1.28 45.4± 1.19 48.63± 1.10
Logistic Regression 43.39 ± <0.00 40.21 ± <0.00 39.09 ± <0.00 32.13 ± <0.00 30.73 ± <0.00
Random Forests 24.52± 1.77 24.72± 1.19 27.05± 2.80 26.78± 1.22 27.43± 1.52
Multinomial Bayes 24.03 ± <0.00 25.97 ± <0.00 29.21 ± <0.00 36.76 ± <0.00 30.39 ± <0.00
Model 6 7 8 9 10 Average
Dual DNN 39.82± 0.61 35.70± 0.86 23.66± 1.05 16.60± 6.04 11.14± 7.50 38.83
Developer DNN 38.88± 0.28 33.91± 0.55 2.33± 0.50 5.84± 0.42 4.95± 1.21 35.91
Logistic Regression 35.33 ± <0.00 32.45 ± <0.00 24.71 ± <0.00 7.04 ± <0.00 59.6 ± <0.00 34.47
Random Forests 32.32± 0.51 30.99± 0.67 25.15± 0.93 6.71± 0.09 59.52± 0.39 28.52
Multinomial Bayes 34.44 ± <0.00 33.95 ± <0.00 26.73 ± <0.00 6.47 ± <0.00 58.99 ± <0.00 30.69
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